Swissflex® Hybrid Collection
The very best solutions
result in unique quality

swiss made
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Good Morning – Good Day

swiss made
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Top layers

Mattresses

Slat bases

ade

The best of three worlds – integrated into a single sleep system.
Wrapped in Pure Natural Comfort.

Swissflex has been developing premiumquality sleeping solutions for people
with high expectations for over 60 years.
The brand combines a fascination with
the luxury of sleep with the pursuit of
perfection.
Out of sheer passion for innovation, Swiss
engineering and excellent craftsmanship,
we have created pure and exclusive natural
comfort: exciting, impeccable and with more
than a touch of luxury.
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For exquisite night-time comfort, Swissflex
coordinates all the different elements
to create a comprehensive sleep system.
Premium mattresses are perfectly balanced
with sophisticated slat bases and, combined
with bed frames, top layers and cushions,
create maximum individual sleeping
comfort.
Currently, the Swissflex® Box, Swissflex®
Hybrid Collection and Swissflex bridge®
system show what defines ‘pure natural
comfort’ when it comes to sleeping.
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The Comfort of Swissﬂex® Hybrid Mattresses
Simply feel wonderful all over!
The comfort mattresses of the Swissflex®
Hybrid Collection combine the advantages of
innerspring and foam technologies to create
a unique sleeping experience.

This balance between pressure relief and
support creates a unique experience of
luxurious comfort.
The sophisticated innovation of the
Swissflex® Hybrid Collection presents topof-the-line pure, natural comfort – featuring
the finest-quality fabrics and materials
and impeccable workmanship. The new
Swissflex® Premium mattresses make you
feel like you are being carried by a cloud.

In addition, the hybrid system creates a
perfect interplay between the mattress and
the slat base, as the zones on the mattress
and slat base are perfectly adapted to each
other.
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Healthy sleep occurs in cycles, during which your body goes through
various regeneration and processing stages. While you sleep, your
brain processes the experiences of the day. We unconsciously recall,
sort and organise new learning experiences before storing them in
our long-term memory.
The light sleep stage is followed by the deep sleep stage, which is
the most restorative of the various stages of sleep. This is when our
body is motionless and completely relaxed.
With its ergonomic, high-quality sleep systems, Swissflex is making
a valuable contribution to healing, restorative deep sleep stages,
helping you to start off your day right.
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Swissflex Hybrid Collection
Like being carried by a cloud
®

The Swissflex® Hybrid Collection creates a
unique comfort experience by integrating
different technologies adopted from other
industries. Swissflex® innovation combines
the benefits of the slat base and foam

Swissflex® top layers
For the more economical SF
Hybrid 24 model, the height of the
top layer has been reduced to 4
centimetres and is connected to
the basic core. The two options
available are GELTEX® inside
and memory foam.

technologies to create unique ergonomic
qualities. Our top layers are available in three
fabrics, from which you can choose. These top
layers are integrated into the mattress so you
can control your personal comfort preference.

Airwave band
to ensure good
ventilation

GELTEX® inside
Supporting comfort and
ventilation
Latex
Snug and cosy warmth
Visco
Pressure relief and ventilation
For the SF Hybrid 26 model, three
different top layers are available – you
can choose your personal, preferred
sleep comfort from GELTEX® inside,
Latex and memory foam.

Top layer: choose from
GELTEX® inside, Latex and
memory foam

7-zone basic core with edge
reinforcement at 3 firmness levels:
soft, medium and firm

Swissflex® Slat Bases – Luxury Bedding
The ultimate sleep comfort is completed by the coordinated interplay of the various parts of the
body in the mattress and slat base.
The self-regulating Swissflex bridge® spring system adapts completely to every movement
of the hybrid mattress and follows it like a shadow. Relief and support, exactly where you need
it. This luxury product is available with four different slat base models, as well as in the new
Swissflex® Box with its integrated bridge® system.
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Padding with washable
new sheep's wool

Removable, washable
top cover

Shoulder area with
14 cm pocket spring core

3-layered central zone
with 6 cm mini pocket springs

Spinal area support

Swissflex® Box
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Swissflex® uni 15 bridge® slat base
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Swissflex® covers

Swissflex® mattress covers are available in two designs – with and
without quilted sheep‘s wool. Both types of covers are washable.

Swissflex® covers
pure wash

Allows for close contact with the
top layer – also suitable for those
who suffer from allergies.

Lengths/widths
190 cm
200 cm
210 cm*
220 cm*

Swissflex® covers
wool wash

Mattress cover fabric quilted with
washable sheep‘s wool enhances the
feeling of softness and comfort, while the
moisture regulation of the wool improves
the quality of the sleep surface.

swiss made
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*With additional charge

You will find further details and recommended retail prices in our price list,
which you can download from the Swissflex® website.

www.swissflex.com

Recticel Bedding (Schweiz) AG
Bettenweg 12, CH-6233 Büron
www.swissflex.com
facebook.com/swissflex
instagram.com/swissflex.beds
Technical modifications and printing errors excepted.
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